Here is a hands-on copy of the *Gender Wheel* that you can make yourself. Just like in *The Gender Wheel* book all 3 circles move, and with every movement of every circle, more room is created for more and more people. Everyone is necessary to make the wheel complete. Everyone belongs.

**Directions:**

1. **Cut out the circles on the following pages.** For a thicker, more sturdy wheel print pgs. 2-3 directly onto cardstock. If printing on regular paper, you can also glue cut circles onto light cardboard or cardstock and then trim circles again.

2. **Use a Push Pin or something similar to punch a small hole in the center of each circle.** This will make it easier to get the paper fastener through all three circles.

4. **Overlay the circles as shown below and align centers.** Body circle on bottom, inside circle next then the pronoun circle.

5. **Place a paper fastener through the center of all 3 circles.**

6. **Now spin the wheels.** Can you find words that fit you? Or do you need to write in more words to complete the wheel? We need everybody including you. Join the dance!